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Go Web ProgrammingManning Publications, 2016

	
		Summary

	
		Go Web Programming teaches you how to build scalable, high-performance web applications in Go using modern design principles.

	
		Purchase of the print book includes a free eBook in PDF, Kindle, and ePub formats from Manning Publications.

	
		About the Technology

	...
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The Java EE 6 Tutorial: Basic Concepts (4th Edition) (Java Series)Prentice Hall, 2010

	The Java EE 6 Tutorial: Basic Concepts, Fourth Edition, is a task-oriented, example-driven guide to developing enterprise applications for the Java Platform, Enterprise Edition 6 (Java EE 6). Written by members of the Java EE 6 documentation team at Oracle, this book provides new and intermediate Java programmers with a deep...
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Switching to Angular 2Packt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Get up to date with the latest changes to Angular 2, including the improvements to directives, change detection, dependency injection, router, and more
	
		Understand Angular 2's new component-based architecture
	
		Start using TypeScript to supercharge your Angular 2...
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Advances in Agent-Based Complex Automated Negotiations (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2009
Complex Automated Negotiations have been widely studied and are becoming an important, emerging area in the field of Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems. In general, automated negotiations can be complex, since there are a lot of factors that characterize such negotiations. These factors include the number of issues, dependency between...
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The Well-Grounded Java Developer: Vital techniques of Java 7 and polyglot programmingManning Publications, 2012

	
		Summary

	
		The Well-Grounded Java Developer offers a fresh and practical look at new Java 7 features, new JVM languages, and the array of supporting technologies you need for the next generation of Java-based software.

	About the Book
	
		The Well-Grounded Java Developer starts with...
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The Relational Database Dictionary: A Comprehensive Glossary of Relational Terms and Concepts, with Illustrative ExamplesO'Reilly, 2006
Avoid misunderstandings that can affect the design, programming, and use of database systems. Whether you're using Oracle, DB2, SQL Server, MySQL, or PostgreSQL, The Relational Database Dictionary will prevent confusion about the precise meaning of database-related terms (e.g., attribute, 3NF,...
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Working Effectively with Legacy CodePrentice Hall, 2004

	Get more out of your legacy systems: more performance, functionality, reliability, and manageability Is your code easy to change? Can you get nearly instantaneous feedback when you do change it? Do you understand it? If the answer to any of these questions is no, you have legacy code, and it is draining time and money away from your...
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Go Standard Library Cookbook: Over 120 specific ways to make full use of the standard library components in GolangPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Implement solutions by leveraging the power of the GO standard library and reducing dependency on external crates

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop high quality, fast and portable applications by leveraging the power of Go Standard Library.
	
			Practical recipes that will help you work...
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Dependency Injection in .NET Core 2.0: Make use of constructors, parameters, setters, and interface injection to write reusable and loosely-coupled codePackt Publishing, 2017

	Inject dependencies and write highly maintainable and flexible code using the new .NET Core DI Engine


	About This Book

	
		Identify when to use the constructors, parameters, setters, or Interface Injection, for best results
	
		Build dependencies not only for MVC within .NET but also for other...
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Pro SpringApress, 2014

	Pro Spring updates the perennial bestseller with the latest that the Spring Framework 4 has to offer. Now in its fourth edition, this popular book is by far the most comprehensive and definitive treatment of Spring available.


	With Pro Spring, you’ll learn Spring basics and core topics, and share the...
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Java 9 Dependency Injection: Write loosely coupled code with Spring 5 and GuicePackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Create clean code with Dependency Injection principles

	
		Key Features

		
			Use DI to make your code loosely coupled to manage and test your applications easily on Spring 5 and Google Guice
	
			Learn the best practices and methodologies to implement DI
	
			Write more...
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Digital State: How the Internet is Changing EverythingKogan Page, 2013

	

	Digital State comprises sixteen commentaries that each offers an answer to the question: "What is the digital state?" Simon Pont and his panel of experts set out to examine and assess how technology, society and culture are impacted by the digital revolution and consider its future implications. 

	...
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